


Who are we? 
At SMARTREK TECHNOLOGIES, we specialize in 
designing and manufacturing wireless 
technologies. We focus on delivering a powerful, 
modular platform for the Internet of Things. 

In effect, we provide a turnkey and cost-effective 
monitoring and automation solution, including a 
wide variety of plug-and-play wireless sensors 
and remote controls using Spidermesh, our 
proprietary long-range radio frequency, the first 
truly cooperative mesh technology. 



Who are we? 
Smartrek was born in 2011 by exposing the deep-seated 
gaps in the wireless networking ecosystem. As soon as 
Smartrek raised this issue, the first seeds of a 
revolutionary LPWAN protocol were born from the hands 
of our experts! From concept to design, SpiderMesh was 
created and launched, and since then, we have been 
providing state-of-the-art M2M/IoT connectivity solutions 
to solve the most complex problems. With this master 
connectivity product, our customers are pushing the 
boundaries of their industries every day and exploring 
new possibilities. Fast forward to 2022, we are a diverse 
team with a combined 40+ years experience in RF, IoT 
and M2M applications.



Why Monitor?

Remote monitoring will assist operators in managing their primary areas of responsibility.

Preventive maintenance - 
Avoid unplanned failures

Regulatory requirements & 
reporting on operations

Real time data on 
system performance



How SpiderMesh technology works

Flooding the network with Data: Multiple 
simultaneous paths for data to travel 
Dead nodes do not affect network

Most reliable 

Deterministic 

No packet collision. Data takes 160 ms to travel 
from any node to the gateway
Network not affected by topology

Private Network

No 3rd party communication
Ability to encrypt network for added security

Scalable 

Unlimited scale and size of network
Network is extended by adding nodes 



Private Wireless Network for total control 
SCADA, online dashboard, client server or web app
Easily access data through API

Secure Data Access Options:

Encrypted at the MAC layer
Secured using 128-bit stream encryption

Wireless Sensor Network Protection: 

Safe & Secure 



The Pre-integrated Platform, Easy, Simple, Resilient

The gateway is the 
coordinator and it 
orchestrates the 
SpiderMesh Network

Remote controls 
nodes allow the user 
to remotely control 
equipment 

Repeaters extend 
the network

We offer a gamut of 
pre-integrated 
sensors to the 
industry

A-Links



Dewatering involve heavy machinery running unsupervised 
for months.  Sites are remote & each visits is time consuming 
and requires planning 

Customers want to be informed about equipment 
performance.  

Reports need to be provided showing data, ex: water 
displaced, aquifer level throughout the contract, pumps 
runtime, etc. 

When dewatering is done inside an urban area, dewatering 
must comply with city regulations in terms of water 
management and water quality

Lots of incompatible system used together in the past. 

Situational Overview



Reliable system in the field: 

a. System is operational and operates between normal parameters. 
b. Equipment failure can result in delay and costs overruns
c. Unnecessary visit on site are often scheduled if no real time data is available

Proof of work for their client

d. The ability to prove to their customers that the work they were hired to do respected 
their contract. 

Regulatory compliance

e. Reporting – Regulatory agencies/cities may require reports 

Buyer Concern



Reliable system

24/7 monitoring of the assets in the field.

Custom alarms are sent if there's an issue or if the 
equipment operate outside normal parameters

One dashboard to monitor all equipments and 
parameters on a jobsite 

How Smartrek addresses these concerns



Proof of work for their client

Full history of their data easily accessible

Can keep track of every aspect of their work

Generate reports on usage, equipment, dewatering status 
over the full project

How Smartrek addresses these concerns



Regulatory compliance

Easily provide reports of the different parameters required

Ability to respond proactively to mitigate negative impact

How Smartrek addresses these concerns



Monitor 

Aquifer / well levels 
Vacuum level  
Water temperature 
Pump status 
Pump runtime 
Water flow 
Etc. 

Applications 

Construction Dewatering 
Mine Dewatering 
Bypass pumping
Groundwater control
Much more

Our Turnkey solutions 



Get all the data you need at your fingertips 



Don't hesitate to contact us to learn more about our solutions 
and organize a product demonstration. 

Sales : 

Kevin Pichette
581 997-4936
kevin@smartrek.io

Discover if Smartrek is right for your 
company


